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TBE STRDCI'URE OiF ECAITAMINB 
(ADDENDUM) 
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and 
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(Received 23 April 1960) 

A recent letter' mentioned work on the chemistry of echitamlne undertaken 

by the three first-named authors since 1955 [thesis (R. Ghose) Calcutta, 

1957) and the postulated relationship with pseudo-akuammlgine, also 

dating from before 1957. Our views on the structural aspect were 

largely in agreement with Conroy et al2 and differed from those expressed -- 

by Govindachari', Birch4 and (Mrs.) A. Chatterjee5 with their respective 

collaborators. In particular we rejected formulae 3,4,5 containing 

Me;(a) l e(OH) In favour of one containing Me:(b) - CH(OH) and we also 

considered that the pseudo-strychnine-like structurez should be replaced 

by one based on the N(b) methylajmaline model. 

Further consideration of the evidence presented by Conroy et al and -- 

by Chatterjee et al (loci clt), the significance of which we had not ---- 

fully appreciated, suggests that the bleN(b) * CHOH group may not be In 
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26 The structure of echitamine No.11 

the same position as in methylajnaline salts but in the alternative 

position with the original tryptamine side-chain in the form 

- CH2 * CH(OIi) - .iiie} Cl (echitamlne chloride). 

The superiority of this modification follows from the observation of 

Conroy et al that catalytic reduction of echltamine chloride affords the -- 

crystalline base echitinolide, C21H2603N2, containing 2 Me(C) groups. 

This lactone is the result of hydrogenolysls of an allylic group and as 

the three oxygens are retained, the original salt cannot contain 

ge"N(b) * CH(OH) . C -CHMe. Therefore the - CH(OH) must be on the 
. 

other side of N(b) In the group * CH2 - CH(OH) * RMe - CH2 * C :CHMe. 

This small but Important modification also accmodates the 

finding of Chattcrjee et al5 --• that the oxidation of echltamine with 

periodic acid affords indole-3-acetaldehyde. 

The structure which we nos propose for echitamine chloride Is (I) 

and echltinolide would be a lactone with a ?-membered bridge (II). 
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